
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMtT9kZ3XDI








AI & ML and Art in Africa ?



message to SM channels …
response …dololo

google search …
its worse. 

South African Urban Dictionary: Dololo (doh-loh-loh) - South African word for nothing. 
More popular with the South African youth.

“I thought I had some money in my wallet but right as I was trying to buy lunch... dololo!”



It is important to remember at this juncture that 
for Africa modernity was coloniality, 

the West’s economic success is built on the 
divestment of African knowledges, lives, 

environment and cultures …

… technology does not play the same role or have 
the same focus.



An emphasis on research, development and 
creation - that engages DIVERSITY for 

contemporary computing and AI.



Language Diversity
Race Diversity

Gender Diversity



Natural Language Processing

A project born out of the 2019 Deep learning Indaba 2017 - https://www.masakhane.io/ 
Mission Statement: Masakhane is a grassroots organisation whose mission is to strengthen and spur 

NLP research in African languages, for Africans, by Africans.  

Despite the fact that 2000 of the world’s languages are African, African languages are barely represented in technology. 
The tragic past of colonialism has been devastating for African languages in terms of their support, preservation and 

integration. This has resulted in technological space that does not understand our names, our cultures, our places, our 
history.



Masakhane - Vision
● African-centricity - We centralize the narratives of Africans as a remedy to the effects of Euro-centricism on our 

beliefs. This way we reassert a new way of looking at information from a African perspective and shun any attempts to 
devalue our knowledge and stories.

● Ownership - We believe that Africans should be in charge of owning, driving and participating in the NLP research 
process, rather than as observers or data providers. 

● Openness - We believe in sharing our ideas and progress openly, especially on the African continent, for 
Africans. We’re against research that takes African contributions or data and puts them behind a paywall that 
is infeasible for Africans to access. 

● Multidisciplinarity - We truly believe that participation from all fields and experience and that 
multidisciplinarity leads to a more robust and more inclusive society.

● Everyone has valuable knowledge - We believe that each person’s individual experiences have value and 
each person is worth listening too and has something to contribute. 

● Responsibility - We believe that each person in the technology process has an ethical responsibility to what 
they produce in the world. For this reason, we actively wreckon with the ethical impacts of our work.

● Data sovereignty - We believe Africans should be able to decide what data represents our communities globally, 
retain ultimate ownership of that data, and know how it is used.

● Reproducibility - We believe in reproducible research. As a result, we publish our code and data from our 
research so that others can reproduce and build upon it.  

● Sustainability - We believe that sustainability is necessary for societal change - that small daily efforts, over 
a long time are what truly change the world. To that, we aim for sustainability of our work, by being fully 
integrated with technological stakeholders to ensure the community continues to thrive into the future.



Melisa Allela (KE) - Leso Stories

Tales of Lawino … wandering storyteller Lawino has 
traveled across East Africa and beyond, collecting 
fading and forgotten stories. Eager to preserve her 
heritage and the ancient traditions of oral storytelling 
... dynamic and immersive storytelling experiences 
based on traditional African stories using new and 
emerging technologies, such as Virtual Reality and 
Virtual Humans, to celebrate and share oral traditions 
of storytelling.

“One listens to a clever storyteller… Here was no lip 
mumbling, but every face and body spoke, a swift 
gesture often supplying the place of a whole 
sentence… The animals spoke each in its own tone: 
the deep rumbling voice of Momba, the ground 
hornbill for example, contrasting vividly with the 
piping accents of Sulwe, the hare. It was all good to 
listen to – impossible to put on paper.”
Smith and Dale (1919) | The Ila-speaking People of Northern Rhodesia

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCKV5uW75FE


Her research... “ investigated how such 
technologies can be used to record and share 
works of African orature; especially in the field 
of digitizing intangible cultural heritage. 

Jewelry or a weapon can be physically 
preserved, 3D scanned, even reproduced if 
desired. But can you put a memory into a glass 
case at a museum or art gallery? Intangible 
culture is those elements of a peoples or place 
which can never be truly understood unless 
experienced.”

Melisa Allela (KE) - Leso Stories

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6IgreIfLyc


Chenai Chair - Special Advisor for Africa 
Innovation at Mozilla

The project will contribute to framing the impact of innovating technology on the human 
rights of African citizens, particularly at the intersection of technology and policy.



Chenai Chair - Special Advisor for Africa 
Innovation at Mozilla

Initiatives point to 
areas in:

Finance, Transport, 
Insurance, Business, 

Security and Medicine.

Additionally academic research groups in Southern Africa:
● Center for Artificial Intelligence: https://www.cair.za.net/research-publications
● Open African Innovation Research: https://www.cair.za.net/research-publications 

https://www.cair.za.net/research-publications
https://www.cair.za.net/research-publications


Babusi Nyoni (ZW)  - ‘Vosho’ - Triple Black


